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Abstract. DNS is a protocol responsible for translating human-readable
domain names into IP addresses. Despite being essential for many Inter-
net services to work properly, it is inherently vulnerable to manipulation.
In November 2021, users from Mexico received bogus DNS responses
when resolving whatsapp.net. It appeared that a BGP route leak di-
verged DNS queries to the local instance of the k-root located in China.
Those queries, in turn, encountered middleboxes that injected fake DNS
responses. In this paper, we analyze that event from the RIPE Atlas point
of view and observe that its impact was more significant than initially
thought—the Chinese root server instance was reachable from at least 15
countries several months before being reported. We then launch a nine-
month longitudinal measurement campaign using RIPE Atlas probes and
locate 11 probes outside China reaching the same instance, although this
time over IPv6. More broadly, motivated by the November 2021 event, we
study the extent of DNS response injection when contacting root servers.
While only less than 1% of queries are impacted, they originate from 7%
of RIPE Atlas probes in 177 countries. We conclude by discussing several
countermeasures that limit the probability of DNS manipulation.

Keywords: DNS · root servers · DNS manipulation · DNS censorship ·
BGP route leaks

1 Introduction

The Domain Name System (DNS) [44,45] is one of the core Internet protocols. It
was introduced to translate human-readable domain names (e.g., example.com)
into IP addresses (e.g., 2001:db8::1234:5678), but has gone far beyond this
basic service. It is now a large-scale distributed system comprising millions of
recursive resolvers and authoritative nameservers—the two main components of
the DNS infrastructure. It was designed in a hierarchical manner so that no single
entity stores the data about the entire domain name space. Each authoritative
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nameserver is only responsible for a subset of the domain tree and it is the role
of recursive resolvers to follow the chain of delegations and find authoritative
query responses.

Nonetheless, DNS is prone to manipulation. The original specification does
not ensure data integrity or authentication, allowing on-path entities (Internet
Service Providers, national censors, attackers, etc.) to intercept plain-text DNS
traffic and inject responses (whether bogus or not). A latter standard, Domain
Name System Security Extensions (DNSSEC) [58], provides data integrity, but
its usage and deployment remain optional and far from being universal [18,11].

In November 2021, Meta engineers reported that users in Mexico were re-
ceiving bogus A records when querying whatsapp.net and facebook.com [16]. A
closer look revealed that those queries were routed to the China-located anycast
instance of the k-root, despite having several other points of presence nearby.
As the Great Firewall of China (GFW) is known to inject bogus responses when
detecting sensitive domains [29], Mexican users might have experienced collat-
eral damage from DNS censorship. The k-root operator (RIPE NCC) later
confirmed that a Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) route leak made the local
root server instance globally available. This outage stemmed from a series of
unfortunate events but nevertheless rendered both domains unavailable. The In-
ternet has already seen similar events in the past [62,59] and researchers reported
on detecting DNS root manipulation [33,47,22,38]. However, the prevalence of
this phenomenon has not been systematically analyzed across all the root server
letters over a longer period of time.

In this paper, our contribution is two-fold. First, we leverage built-in RIPE
Atlas [57] measurements to identify probes affected by the November 2021 route
leak. We show that at least two months prior to be reported by Meta, the Chinese
k-root instance had already been accessible from 32 autonomous systems (ASes)
in 15 countries. Second, we set up a nine-month DNS measurement campaign
and observe the same problem in the wild, although this time mostly over IPv6.
More broadly, the DNS manipulation experienced by Mexican clients motivates
us to study the extent of DNS response injection when contacting root servers.
We reveal that even though less than 1% of queries are concerned, they originate
from 7% of probes located in 177 countries.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §2 presents the background on
DNS root server system and how BGP leaks affect its operation. §3 discusses our
experimental setup to identify DNS injection in the wild and the obtained results.
We present several countermeasures in §4 and evaluate the ethical aspects of our
research in §5. Finally, we overview related work in §6 and conclude in §7.

2 Manipulating Root DNS Traffic

2.1 Background on DNS Root Server System

DNS namespace is organized in a tree-like manner with the root zone at the
very top. It is served by 13 root servers each referred to by letters “a” to “m”
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([a--m].root-servers.net.). Despite being managed by 12 different organisa-
tions, each is contracted to provide an identical copy of the zone file, maintained
by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA). Every root server letter,
in turn, can be accessed at its IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, both deployed using
anycast (i.e., the same BGP prefix is announced from multiple anycast sites
across the globe). This ensures that the root DNS service remains highly avail-
able. As of October 2022, there are 1,575 anycast instances accessible either
worldwide (global) or only within a limited range of networks (local) [1]. The
latter is configured using NO EXPORT or NOPEER BGP community strings [40] to
signify that routes should not be propagated beyond the intended scope. DNS
queries are then routed to the nearest anycast locations based on the routing
tables. As BGP is latency agnostic, it may eventually map clients to instances
from another continent, even when closer ones are available [46].

Root servers also support DNS queries that allow identifying individual any-
cast instances. This is achieved by one of the CHAOS-class TXT queries [19] (e.g.,
id.server, hostname.bind) or the NSID option [9]. The latter does not require
issuing a separate query because the nameserver identifier provided in the OPT

resource record is stored in the Additional section of a DNS response packet.

2.2 Previous Route Leaks

Root traffic manipulation has been previously reported twice. In both cases,
a BGP route leak made China-located local instances globally available. Even
though root servers themselves were legitimately run by their operators, the
GFW or other interceptors were likely present in transit. In the first case in
2010, clients located in the USA and Chile had their queries to three domains
(twitter.com, facebook.com, and youtube.com) answered with bogus IP ad-
dresses. Upon further investigation, it was found that original queries were sent
towards the i-root instance in Beijing [62]. Similarly, in 2011 the clients in Eu-
rope and the USA were directed towards the f-root instance in Beijing [59],
although no response injection was reported at that time.

2.3 November 2021: Mexico Event

In November 2021, whatsapp.net and facebook.com became inaccessible for
some clients located in Mexico [16]—an event closely resembling those happening
in 2010 and 2011. Figure 1 describes the course of events as reproduced by Meta
engineers. A RIPE Atlas probe from Mexico was instructed to resolve the IP
address of d.ns.facebook.com (one of the Meta nameservers) by contacting
the k-root server directly. As it would not provide an authoritative answer
for such a query, the injected response (202.160.128.195—a valid IP address
belonging to Twitter) demonstrated that the DNS request was intercepted. To
identify where the query was routed, Meta engineers configured the same probe
in Mexico to send an id.server CHAOS TXT query. The response pointed to the
Guangzhou instance in China (ns1.cn-ggz.k.ripe.net)—a legitimate k-root

server as confirmed by its operator RIPE NCC. A traceroute measurement to
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RIPE Atlas 
probe (Mexico)

A 202.160.128.195

d.ns.facebook.com? @k.root-servers.net

CH TXT id.server? @k.root-servers.net
TXT  ns1.cn-ggz.k.ripe.net

Middlebox K-root 
(Guangzhou, China)

K-root the USA

K-root Panama

K-root Costa Rica

K-root the USA

Fig. 1. DNS traffic seen on the RIPE Atlas probe from Mexico. A middlebox intercepts
the DNS query and injects the bogus response for d.ns.facebook.com. The CHAOS-class
TXT query for version.bind confirms that the request was routed towards the Chinese
instance of the k-root.

k-root’s anycast IP address demonstrated that the seven penultimate hops went
through AS4134—the Chinese telecommunication operator. As previously, the
local root server instance should have been announced only to clients in China,
but nevertheless leaked to the whole Internet.

Extending Meta’s initial analysis, we further investigated the issue by ana-
lyzing built-in id.server measurements from all the ∼13K RIPE Atlas probes
active between September and the beginning of November 2021. We identified
57 probes from 32 ASes in 15 countries reaching the local Guangzhou instance
of the k-root at least once during those 2 months. Consequently, the instance
became reachable outside China during some time before the k-root BGP leak
was reported and fixed in November 2021. Interestingly, one probe from the USA
would reach the Guangzhou instance even after the leak was fixed. A closer look
revealed that the probe was located in China at the time of the leak and was
later moved to the USA.

3 Characterizing DNS Manipulation in the Wild

The events described in §2.2 and §2.3 demonstrate the cases when queries di-
rected to certain DNS root servers resulted in response injection. In this section,
we set out to characterize the extent of this phenomenon for all the root letters.
We identify the response injectors and factors influencing such manipulation.
We analyze more than 1 billion DNS RIPE Atlas measurements issued between
February and October 2022.

3.1 Measurement Setup

Figure 2 shows the series of queries we issue on each RIPE Atlas probe, directed
to all the root servers on their IPv4 and IPv6 anycast addresses. We explicitly
request them not to perform recursion by setting the Recursion Desired (RD) flag
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[a-m]-root IPv4 
IPv6

IP version TCP  
UDP

Transport A 
AAAA

Qtype google.com 
facebook.com 

ripe.net

Qname

Fig. 2.DNS queries issued by each RIPE Atlas probe every 12 hours. We send queries to
all root servers to resolve A/AAAA records of google.com, facebook.com, and ripe.net

over two transport protocols (TCP/UDP) and both IP versions (IPv4/IPv6).

to false, even though correctly operating root servers would not do it anyways.
Each root server is requested to resolve A and AAAA records of three domain
names (google.com, facebook.com, and ripe.net) over TCP and UDP. The
first two domains are known to trigger censorship middleboxes, while the third
one (ripe.net) is a control domain. In addition, we request to include the NSID
string in all the responses to learn which anycast instance (if any) answers our
queries. In total, each available probe performs 312 DNS lookups every 12 hours.

3.2 The Guangzhou k-root Instance

We first check whether the Guangzhou-located instance of the k-root was still
reachable outside China after the BGP leak was fixed. We experimentally verified
and confirmed with RIPE NCC that the server’s id.server string is identical
to the NSID identifier (ns1.cn-ggz.k.ripe.net). We then extracted the latter
from all the DNS responses received during the 9 months of our measurements.
As expected, the instance was mainly accessible locally, but 12 probes outside
mainland China (from Russia, Israel, Mexico, Denmark, and Hong Kong) would
also reach it. We then verified that those probes had k-root sites in neighboring
countries and most of the time would be routed there.

Interestingly, 11 probes out of 12 would reach the China-located instance
of the k-root over IPv6. We shared these findings with the k-root operator to
validate whether it was an expected behavior or a similar route leak occurred dur-
ing our measurement period. In any case, those probes received bogus responses
for facebook.com queries containing, among others, IP addresses of Dropbox
and Twitter. In IPv4, only one probe would reach the Chinese instance of the
k-root. However, the event lasted a single day and no injected response was re-
ceived. Overall, DNS injection is not persistent—the 12 aforementioned probes
would occasionally reach the k-root instance in Guangzhou without receiving
rewritten responses even for sensitive domains.

3.3 Injected Responses

We now analyze all the DNS responses received on the probes when sending
queries to the 13 root servers. Recall that root servers do not directly answer
queries for second-level domains, such as example.com. Instead, they point to
authoritative DNS servers of top-level domains. Therefore, we refer to each mea-
surement result as either non-injected (the answer section of the DNS response
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Table 1. The number of injected responses per domain name and response type.

Domain A AAAA URI SOA CNAME

ripe.net 726,993 486,111 0 0 0
google.com 3,573,083 2,156,859 13,512 0 4,536

facebook.com 2,730,047 1,456,150 29,065 6,687 0

Total: 7,030,123 4,099,120 42,577 6,687 4,536

is empty) or injected (the answer section contains the response). In the collected
dataset, over 9M responses (0.82%) were injected and contained more than 11M
individual resource records of different types. Table 1 presents the response types
received per domain name:

– A: maps a domain name to an IPv4 address—the most common response
type received on 1,005 probes. As expected, the two sensitive domain names
(facebook.com and google.com) triggered significantly more injected re-
sponses than ripe.net. The distribution of the returned IPv4 addresses is
diverse—29 were private, 517 were from 120 globally routable ASes, and
1.8K belonged to Google and Facebook. Globally routable IPs are known
to be injected by national censors [29] so that it complicates the detection
of injection. Interestingly, 49% of facebook.com and 89.6% of google.com
responses contained valid IP addresses of Facebook and Google, respectively.
Therefore, the response injection did not necessarily prevent access to those
domain names.

– AAAA: maps a domain name to an IPv6 address, received on 678 RIPE At-
las probes. Similarly to aforementioned A type responses, google.com and
facebook.com—the two sensitive domains—experience significantly more in-
jection than ripe.net. Overall, injected responses contained 3.2K unique
IPv6 addresses—1.7K from reserved IP address ranges, 3 globally routable
(belonging to Russian, German, and American telecommunication opera-
tors), and the remaining 1.4K addresses from Facebook and Google. The
ratio of valid responses for sensitive domains was even higher than in IPv4—
98.3% of google.com and 64.4% of facebook.com responses were correct.
Once again, despite being injected, the majority of the DNS responses con-
tained genuine IP addresses of the requested domains.

– URI: maps domain names to Uniform Resource Identifiers. We located 15
probes in Iran that received URI resource records in response to google.com

and facebook.com. The responses contained 6-character strings (one for each
domain name), but did not appear to be meaningful for external observers.

– SOA: contains administrative information about a DNS zone. One probe from
the USA received SOA records for facebook.com queries as if they came
from Facebook’s authoritative nameservers. However, the nameserver and
maintainer names revealed the true originator—a DNS content filter [21].
As no valid IP address of facebook.com was returned, end users would not
be able to access the domain name.
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– CNAME: maps one domain name to another. We found 4,536 aliases that
pointed google.com to forcesafesearch.google.com—the service [26] to
exclude explicit content (e.g., pornography, violence) from search results. It
is configured by adding a CNAME record to local DNS configurations. All the
six affected probes (located in Spain, the USA, the Netherlands, and Russia)
received corresponding A or AAAA resource records along with CNAMEs. Apart
from one probe that received a bogus IP address, others would still access
google.com, although some parts of search results would be filtered.

Overall, DNS injection impacted only 0.82% of all the queries issued during
nine months in 2022. Figure 3 further demonstrates that the weekly ratio of
response injection never exceeded 1%, yet proving that it is constantly present
in the wild. Interestingly, response injection does not necessarily prevent access to
requested domains. We found that the majority of all the injected responses were
not bogus. Therefore, such manipulation would stay transparent to end users.

3.4 Identifying Injectors

The injected responses demonstrate that DNS queries originated from RIPE At-
las probes must have encountered middleboxes on the way to root servers. Such
devices were shown to serve different purposes. Transparent forwarders [48] only
relay incoming DNS requests to alternative resolvers, such as public or network’s
internal DNS resolvers. Importantly, they do not inject spoofed responses, but
rather let those alternative resolvers respond to end clients directly. More in-
trusive DNS interceptors, such as national censors, impersonate intended query
destinations and actively inject bogus responses [41]. DNS interception is of-
ten accomplished at Customer Premises Equipment [54] and can be detected by
issuing CHAOS-class or other DNS queries with the NSID option enabled.

We thus leverage the nameserver identifier option (NSID) to fingerprint ser-
vices that provided responses to RIPE Atlas probes. We extracted and manu-
ally analyzed more than 12K unique NSID strings from over 1 billion measure-
ments. We consulted the web pages of root server operators, online documenta-
tion, and issued additional DNS queries to validate our assumptions. We then
generated regular expressions to match each identified service. Finally, we con-
tacted root server operators and six of them (including Verisign that manages
a-root/j-root with the same pattern) responded confirming the validity of our
mappings.

Table 2 in Appendix provides the list of services and examples of correspond-
ing nameserver identifiers. Apart from root server instances, we got responses
from 4 public DNS providers (Cloudflare DNS, Google DNS, OpenDNS, Quad9),
one DNS filtering service (CleanBrowsing), and empty or unclassified strings.
In most cases, we could deduce service names (e.g., cmh1.groot), airport codes
(e.g., a1.us-mia.root), and city/country codes (e.g., ua-kiv-aa) from returned
NSID strings. Other identifiers, e.g., 114m93 for Cloudflare DNS, could not be
easily mapped to originators. We had to additionally issue queries directly to pre-
defined addresses such as 1.1.1.1 (the IP address of Cloudflare public resolver)
to prove the hypothesis.
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As expected, none of the injected responses contained valid nameserver iden-
tifiers of root servers—78% of NSIDs were empty and the remaining ones included
public resolvers, DNS filtering, and other undetermined services. Naturally, valid
(i.e., empty) DNS responses were mostly returned by genuine root servers—they
account for 95% of all the extracted NSIDs. As for the remaining 5%, we assume
the presence of transparent forwarders. Additionally, we may have encountered
middleboxes serving the root zone locally [22], thus responding to our queries
directly. Overall, our findings show that one can rely on nameserver identifiers
to understand whether queries were answered by genuine root servers.

3.5 Participating Probes

We leveraged 14,335 RIPE Atlas probes from 177 countries and 4,132 ASes. A
great majority of them did not experience DNS manipulation, but a smaller
fraction (1,010 or 7.05%) received injected responses—a substantial increase
since 2016 when less than 1% of RIPE Atlas probes were reported to be in-
tercepted [47]. We compute the fraction of affected probes per country and plot
the results on Figure 6 in Appendix. Overall, the manipulation ratio remains
low—113 countries do not host a single probe experiencing DNS injection. On
the contrary, 97.1% of Iranian and 83.15% of Chinese probes constantly receive
injected responses. Both countries are known for their DNS censorship prac-
tices [29,8]. For the majority of remaining countries the ratio of manipulated
probes does not exceed 30%. The autonomous system distribution is much more
diverse, but more than half of the ASes host only a single probe. Overall, 5.61%
of ASes only host probes experiencing manipulation, 88.92% only host probes
that do not, and the remaining 5.47% have probes of both types.

RIPE Atlas probes are not constantly available and may get occasionally dis-
connected, which makes it non-trivial to run longitudinal measurements. How-
ever, Figure 3 shows that the proportion of probes experiencing manipulation to
all the participating probes per week remains stable (the corresponding propor-
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tion of measurements exhibits the same behavior). Figure 4 additionally shows
that roughly 20% of probes (mostly located in Iran, China, the USA, and Russia)
experienced response manipulation during all the weeks of the experiment.

We emphasize that DNS interception and injection may happen anywhere in
transit between RIPE Atlas probes and DNS root servers. Therefore, we refer to
countries and networks as those hosting probes that experience injection. We do
not assume that those entities are necessarily responsible for manipulating with
DNS traffic of their clients.

3.6 Factors Driving DNS Manipulation

We leverage a generalized linear mixed-effects model (see Appendix for more
details) to quantify whether the following variables make certain DNS requests
more prone to response injection: query type (A, AAAA), the use of a sensitive
domain name (google.com, facebook.com), transport protocol (UDP, TCP), IP
version (IPv4, IPv6), and the queried root server. Figure 5 in Appendix shows
that three variables significantly affect the probability of getting an injected
response. As expected, the queried domain name is the factor that has the highest
impact. Domain names such as facebook.com and google.com are 5.99 and
4.49 times, respectively, more likely to be manipulated than ripe.net. The
second factor that impacts most the probability of DNS response injection is
the transport protocol used in the DNS request. Requests over UDP are 3.50
times more likely of getting manipulated than requests over TCP. Similarly, AAAA
requests are 0.70 times less likely to get manipulated than A requests. We also
analyze the odds of DNS response injection when querying different root servers.
While some root servers present some marginally statistically significant increase
of the probability of getting injected response compared to the a-root, only
queries against the k-root were 0.72 times less likely of getting manipulated.

3.7 Limitations

We acknowledge that the presented measurement study has certain limitations.
Using two sensitive domains would not trigger all the existing censorship middle-
boxes. Yet, domains from other categories (e.g., gambling or adult content) would
potentially put the owners of RIPE Atlas probes in danger as those could break
local laws. We thus consider this limitation acceptable and suggest the reader to
interpret the reported results as a lower-bound estimation of the problem. We
also note that we only study the extent of DNS interception and injection when
sending queries to root servers. Other filtering mechanisms, e.g., IP-blocking of
TLD nameservers, may yield different results.

4 Countermeasures

DNS manipulation is omnipresent—queries may get intercepted by Internet Ser-
vice Providers (ISPs), national censors, and any other on-path middleboxes.
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Some of the mitigation techniques below can help avoid the associated collateral
damage, detect bogus responses, and bypass interception altogether:

– BGP Communities: Li et al. [39] proposed to encode geographic coordi-
nates of anycast sites in BGP announcements so that routers could choose
the closest location. If deployed by DNS root operators, the client from Mex-
ico could have detected nearby k-root instances and privilege those routes
over the one from China. This would eventually avoid DNS middleboxes that
injected bogus responses. While it is relatively easy to include coordinates
in BGP announcements, many routers worldwide would require additional
configuration to parse those geographic hints.

– DNS Query Name Minimisation: recursive resolvers usually include a
full query name in requests to authoritative nameservers [27]. While in some
cases it could reduce the total number of packets sent, query names may
trigger keyword-based filtering. The client from Mexico could have issued
a minimal necessary request (.net instead of whatsapp.net) [15] to the
k-root server located in China—it would be still intercepted, but it might
have not triggered keyword-based response injection. Queries to root servers
can be avoided altogether when serving the root zone locally [35]. At some
point, the resolver will be forced to issue a DNS request with a full query
name, but if the path to the authoritative nameserver is not under intercep-
tion, the response injection will not happen.

– Encrypted DNS: making DNS exchanges private effectively hides the com-
munication for on-path observers. Such techniques (DNS-over-TLS [31], DNS-
over-QUIC [32], and DNS-over-HTTPS [30]) are getting slowly but steadily
adopted [43,6] between end clients and recursive resolvers. Yet, securing the
communication link between resolvers and authoritative nameservers is still
a work in progress [25]. Once standardized, it will effectively prevent mid-
dleboxes from sniffing plain-text domain names and injecting responses, as
it happened for the client in Mexico. While DNS encryption is a promising
technique, note that unsolicited TCP connections can be trivially torn down
with injected RST packets [13], provided encrypted DNS is using a dedicated
well-known port (e.g., port 853 for DoT and DoQ).

– DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC): originally designed to fight cache
poisoning attacks, DNSSEC [58] helps ensure that received responses are gen-
uine. While it is an effective mechanism to detect bogus responses (e.g., a
Twitter IP address returned in response for facebook.com query), it requires
the domain names in question to be cryptographically signed and recursive
resolvers to be able to perform validation—the two criteria not met for Mex-
ican clients. Generally, DNSSEC signing and validation are far from being
deployed universally [18,11].

Overall, the above-presented techniques can effectively reduce the risks of
DNS injection. However, a deliberate interceptor, especially when located close
to the query source, is capable of monitoring all the client activity and reacting
accordingly. We also note that common BGP security mechanisms (such as the
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Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [36] or BGPSec [37]) would not
prevent the November 2021 route leak, because the advertised BGP prefix was
not hijacked.

5 Ethical Considerations

Measurement research must be designed extremely carefully so that it minimizes
any risk for involved parties but maximizes the probable benefits, as outlined
in The Menlo Report [10]. This is especially important in censorship studies,
which usually involve actively generating traffic to trigger censors. A rich body
of research [60,53,61,50,51] performed experiments similar to ours, in particular
using RIPE Atlas infrastructure [14,2], and reported that no evidence suggests
that any harm was caused. We further received a formal approval from the
institutional review board (IRB) of our institution. They judged our research as
the one complying with all the ethical requirements.

Our choice of measurement platform was dictated by several reasons. RIPE
Atlas is an opt-in service where all the participants accept the Terms and Condi-
tions [55]. In particular, probe hosts agree that i) the permission to install probes
was obtained (§5.1), ii) other users can perform measurements on probes, in par-
ticular for research (§5.4, §4.5), iii) probes may be disabled one month after a
written request is received (§8.4), and iv) measurement results be made public
either fully or in the aggregated form (§4.2). Our measurements comply with
these terms and in this paper, we do not expose sensitive information about
individual probes, even when allowed (§4.3).

All the RIPE Atlas probes regularly perform a set of built-in measure-
ments [56] for different protocols. More than half of 242 recurring DNS mea-
surements (running every 4 minutes to 12 hours) are destined to root servers.
Moreover, each probe is also requesting A records of popular domain names every
10 minutes. Consequently, the traffic we generate for this experiment does not
stand out from the normal operation of RIPE Atlas probes. Two out of three do-
main names that we query, namely google.com and facebook.com, are the first
and the third most popular worldwide respectively [52]. Thus, queries to such
domains are challenging to link to particular end hosts when observed in the wild.

6 Related Work

DNS middleboxes were previously known to interfere with root DNS traffic.
In 2013, Fan et al. [22] reported that 1.75% of 64K vantage points worldwide
would encounter DNS proxies, rogue root servers, and other unusual behav-
ior when sending requests to the f-root. Moreover, some of the queries for
www.facebook.com would be answered directly. Jones et al. [33] further for-
malized the phenomenon as DNS root manipulation. Measurements towards the
b-root from 8K RIPE Atlas probes revealed 10 DNS proxies and one root server
replica in China. Moura et al. [47] identified 74 RIPE Atlas probes (less that 1%
of all the 9K at that time) that would have root server queries answered by
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third parties. More recently, Li et al. [38] found that some of the queries orig-
inated inside China to k-root root server instances located inside the country
would also result in hijacking. In our paper, we present a nine-month longitudi-
nal study that characterizes the extent of DNS response injection across all the
root server letters. We show that the ratio of affected probes has significantly
risen compared to previous studies.

More broadly, various types of DNS manipulation have been extensively
studied in the literature. Censors [60,53,61,50,51,7,24,28,49], transparent for-
warders [48,34], rogue DNS servers [20], and middleboxes [54,41,64,63,17]—all
interfere with the normal DNS resolution process. Particular attention has been
paid to the GFW of China [3,4,5,12,23,29,42], known to intercept DNS traffic
and inject bogus responses. Hoang et al. [29] provided the most complete pic-
ture of DNS manipulation by the GFW to date. The authors issued queries for
534M domain names from outside China to controlled servers inside the country.
Their measurements triggered the GFW, suggesting that it indeed operates on
the traffic coming from outside. As witnessed during the November 2021 route
leak, middleboxes were shown to inject globally routable IP addresses in their
bogus responses. These findings are in line with the previous study of the anony-
mous researcher [3], showing that the GFW is acting on the traffic that is barely
traversing Chinese ASes. Overall, the existing research suggests that clients from
Mexico were affected by the operation of the GFW.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we explored the November 2021 BGP route leak that resulted in
DNS response injection as a side effect. We identified 32 ASes worldwide that
would reach the Guangzhou instance of the k-root and potentially encounter
injecting middleboxes on the way. While this particular problem was quickly
fixed, our longitudinal measurements revealed that DNS injection is omnipresent.
Queries to DNS root servers are constantly getting intercepted and may result
in injected responses, especially when involving sensitive domain names.

We also revealed that the Guangzhou k-root instance became reachable
outside mainland China several months before it was reported. Therefore, it
is crucial to identify such events early enough before the impact on end users
becomes apparent. We are actively engaged in the discussion with RIPE NCC
about the results presented in this paper.
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Appendix

Generalized Linear Mixed-effects Model

To determine which factors make DNS queries more susceptible to manipulation,
we fit a generalized linear mixed-effects model (GLMM) assuming a binomial dis-
tribution with logit link function (logistic regression) while accounting for the
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country-level random effects, i.e., with the response variable as a logit transfor-
mation of DNS response state: 1 (manipulated) or 0 (not manipulated). With the
inclusion of country effects, we account for observable and unobservable factors
specific to queries executed within a country such as state-level filtering fac-
tors, which potentially influence DNS response manipulation. We describe the
results in odds ratios, indicating the change in the odds of DNS queries getting
manipulated. The modeling results are presented in Figure 5 and discussed in
detail in §3.6.
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Fig. 5. Odds ratios of DNS injection survival. Values above 1 (in blue) indicate that
the corresponding variables increase the chances of DNS injection, while ratios below 1
(in red) decrease the chances of DNS injection. The 95% confidence limits are delimited
by horizontal lines. Those that do not cross the zero line correspond to variables that
affect DNS injection more significantly.

Table 2. Services identified from 12,150 unique NSID strings.

Name Example Name Example

A/J-root a1.us-mia.root Empty string -
B-root b4-iad Unclassified -
C-root jfk1b.c.root-servers.org Cloudflare DNS 114m93
D-root jbsa4.droot.maxgigapop.net Google DNS gpdns-waw
E-root p01.atlc.eroot CleanBrowsing CleanBrowsing v1.6a [...]
F-root abq1f.f.root-servers.org OpenDNS r2.fra
G-root cmh1.groot Quad9 res760.qfra3.rrdns.pch.net
H-root 001.hkg.h.root-servers.org
I-root s1.pnh
K-root ns2.gb-lon.k.ripe.net
L-root ua-kiv-aa
M-root M-NRT-DIXIE-1
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Fig. 6. The ratio (in %) of probes that experienced response injection to all the probes
participating in our measurements. We did not receive any results for countries high-
lighted in grey.
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